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Working from home will 
become the new normal 

For many organisations return to the workplace arrangements will include an 
ongoing “work from home” program to meet social distancing requirements and to 
minimise risk.  

In deciding whether working from home is appropriate for your workers will depend 
on the specifics of the workplace, the facilities available for workers to work remotely 
and the ability for workers to do their work safely from home.

Organisations will need to consider:

 The individual worker’s role
 Whether the worker is in a vulnerable person category for contracting the virus 
 Suitability of work activities
 Workflows and expectations
 Workstation set up
 Surrounding environment such as ventilation, lighting and noise
 Home environment, such as partners, children, vulnerable persons and pets
 Communication requirements such as frequency and type
 Mental health and wellbeing of the worker
 Safe working procedures and training requirements, and
 Potential risk of infection on journeys to and from the workplace.

As COVID-19 restrictions are gradually relaxed, businesses, workers, and 
other duty holders must work together to adapt and promote safe work 
practices, consistent with advice from health authorities to ensure their 
workplaces are ready for the social distancing and exemplary hygiene 
measures that will be an important part of the transition.”

- Safe Work Australia
“
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Understanding your safety and 
compliance obligations

If you have employees working from home, you need to be aware of the work health 
and safety obligations that apply to your organisation.

You will need to implement appropriate guidelines, policies, procedures including:

1). Compliance training and education

It is important that workers receive adequate training, induction, and education prior 
to the commencement of remote working arrangements. It is also advisable to keep 
an audit record that the training and induction has been delivered by the employer and 
completed by the worker.

2). Audit and safety checklists

Implementing a safety checklist for remote work is a practical way to identify the 
risks that workers could be exposed to. Regular monitoring/auditing will also ensure 
ongoing compliance.
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Hidden cost of getting it wrong

There are several costs associated for businesses who fail to meet their duty of 
care and safety obligations. 

These include:

•     Increased potential for Workers Compensation claim costs
•     Common Law claim costs (in addition to Workers Compensation)
•     Financial penalty of up to $100k for breaching WHS/OHS obligations
•     Impact to productivity
•     Impact to brand and reputation.
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Drake Safety offers a selection of purpose-built induction solutions designed to 
keep your employees safe when working from a home office. 

The new Working Safely from Home induction module and checklist were recently 
launched to meet the increasing portion of the workforce working from home.  

Drake’s Working From Home 
WHS Inductions and Checklist

Working Safely from Home

Provides an overview of how to keep your 
people safe when working from a home office. 
The module includes:

 Conducting a Risk Assessment
 Communication Planning
 Workplace set up and ergonomics
 Health and Hygiene
 Mental Health
 Sedentary Work and the importance  
 of exercise
 Emergency Management and Reporting

Working Alone Safety

When individuals are working from home this 
safety module ensures all parties are aware of 
the risks and hazards and how to prevent them.
The module includes:

 Types of working alone environments
 Types of jobs performed in working  
 alone environments
 Importance of communication 
 Identifying and assessing risks
 A working alone safety plan
 Workplace stress

Privacy

The privacy module may also be appropriate, 
particularly if the individual has access to 
private information and live with others who 
may, by default now have access to that 
information. The module includes:

             What is personal information and  
             how to protect yourself

             Definitions
             Australian privacy principles
             Reporting data breaches

Working from home WHS Checklist

Drake’s new Working from Home WHS 
Checklist highlights the most fundamental of 
elements that employers need to assess as it 
relates to the potential health and safety risks 
associated with having staff working from 
home including:

              The work environment
              Workstation setup
              Nature of tasks
              Other factors
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01. Work environment

Is the floor of the work area level and is there limited use of mats/or rugs?

Is the lighting adequate for the tasks being performed?

Is the work easy to see and comfortable on the eyes?

Can glare and reflection be controlled?

Can ventilation and room temperature be controlled, regardless of season?

Is there excessive noise affecting the work area?

Are walkways clear of clutter and trip hazards, such as trailing 
electrical cords?

Is the working area segregated from other hazards in the home, 
for example hot cooking surfaces in the kitchen?

Is the path to the exit reasonably direct?

Is the path to the exit sufficiently wide and free of obstructions or 
trip hazards to allow unimpeded passage?

Does the work area contain a first aid kit?

Is a smoke detector installed in/near the work area and is properly maintained?

Is security sufficient enough to prevent unauthorised entry?

Has a communications procedure been established to ensure regular
contact between employee and manager?

Y           N 

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N

The checklist is designed to be used in conjunction with the Working from Home 
induction module to help managers and workers assess health and safety risks in 
the home.

Working from Home 
WHS Checklist 
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Can the work area be secured?

Are power outlets overloaded with double adapters and power boards?

Are electrical cords safely stowed?

Are connectors, plugs and outlet sockets in safe working order?

Is electrical equipment free from any obvious external damage?

Y           N

Y           N 

Y           N

Y           N

Y           N
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02. Workstation setup

Is there adequate leg space under the workstation?

From the seated position, are the most frequently used items within 
easy reach?

Is the seat height, seat tilt, angle, and back rest all adjustable?

Does the chair have a stable base (preferably 5 star)?

Does the chair move freely?

Is there adequate lumbar support?

Is the seat back adjusted to support the lumbar curve of the lower back?

Are the feet flat on the floor or on a footrest so that knees are bent at right 
angles and thighs are horizontal to the floor?

Does the keyboard to user distance allow the user to relax shoulders with 
elbows close to the body? 

Is the keyboard position flat?

If using a separate mouse, is it placed directly next to the keyboard? 

If you are using a monitor, is the height adjusted so the top of screen is at 
or slightly lower than eye level (may need to be lower where bifocals are used)? 

If you are using a monitor, is the keyboard placed directly and symmetrically 
in front?

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N
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03. Nature of tasks

Are any lifting, pushing or carrying type task well within your physical capacity?

Are wrists kept straight and not supported on any surface while typing?

Is sitting posture upright or slightly reclined, with lower back supported?

Are long periods of continuous activity broken by performing other tasks, 
changing position, standing up and stretching?

Are repetitive actions not continued for long periods without appropriate breaks?

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N

04. Other factors

Are telephone or other communication devices readily available to allow effective
communication in an emergency?

Are emergency contact numbers and details known?

Is a process in place for the prompt reporting of incidents?

Y          N

Y          N

Y          N
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Next Steps - Explore Drake 
Safety for WHS Solutions

Drake Safety makes workforce safety education and inductions simple with a 
powerful all-in-one platform that delivers, tracks, and manages all your staff 
inductions online.

 Pick and choose from a broad library of job and industry specific inductions
 Practical pre-built modules created by subject matter experts
 Content always updated to meeting national standards
 Smart notifications to advise of module expiries when course refreshers are due
 Formal certificates that form a critical part of workforce compliance
 Fast company-wide reporting and filtering for complete workforce control.

For further information regarding online safety inductions and/or an obligation-
free proposal, contact us on 1300 362 262.

This document is intended as a general guide and high level outline of some of the requirements which may need 
to be considered.  It is not intended to be comprehensive advice nor it is intended to be relied upon and/or used 
as legal advice. Please seek your own legal advice and OHS advice before determining how you would proceed to 
comprehensively address the matters addressed in this document regarding your own staff. Whilst this document is 
intended to be generic advice which is applicable throughout Australia, advice and regulation may differ between the 
different states and regulatory authorities. 

• 
• 
• 
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